We present what is, to the best of our knowledge, the first analysis that uses dataset complexity measures to evaluate case base editing algorithms. We select three different complexity measures and use them to evaluate eight case base editing algorithms. While we might expect the complexity of a case base to decrease, or stay the same, and the classification accuracy to increase, or stay the same, after maintenance, we find many counter-examples. In particular, we find that the RENN noise reduction algorithm may be over-simplifying class boundaries.
Introduction
Case base editing is a form of case base maintenance in which algorithms use heuristics to select cases to delete from case bases. In the context of case-based classification, noise reduction algorithms seek to delete noisy cases, with the goal of increasing classification accuracy; redundancy reduction algorithms seek to delete redundant cases, with the goal of increasing retrieval efficiency while, as much as possible, not harming classification accuracy.
1
Suppose that we are comparing case base maintenance algorithms. How do we measure their efficacy? Obviously, we want to measure the number of cases that the algorithms delete from the case base: other things being equal, the more that are deleted the better. But we also need to see the effect on the resulting classifier. Often researchers report the change in the classification accuracy (or error) measured before and after maintenance on a separate held-out test set. But two problems arise.
The first problem, as is apparent from the previous paragraph, is that case base maintenance is a multi-objective optimization problem. We cannot, in general, maximize both the number of cases deleted and the accuracy of the resulting case base. We can see this in an extreme form by imagining an algorithm that proposes deletion of all but one case: deletion has been maximized but a casebased classifier will now incorrectly predict the class of all target problems whose true class is different from the class of the case that remains in the case base.
In our previous work, we proposed two strategies for investigating the trade-off between these two objectives [3] . One was to compute the Pareto front, i.e. those algorithms not dominated by any other algorithms. The other was to combine the percentage of cases deleted and the percentage accuracy of the case base after maintenance into a single number. We proposed to use their harmonic mean.
But evaluating maintenance algorithms by the accuracy of the resulting case base has a second, little-recognized problem. Many of the maintenance algorithms use a classifier to decide which cases to delete (e.g. [1, 5] ). Assuming that the maintenance algorithm uses the same (or nearly the same) classifier as we use to measure accuracy pre-and post-maintenance, we have no independent measure of what the maintenance algorithm is achieving, and we run the risk that our maintenance algorithm is directly (or nearly directly) optimizing that which we measure. It would be useful to have independent measures that could be used to evaluate maintenance algorithms. In this paper, we investigate using dataset complexity measures.
Section 2 describes the maintenance algorithms that we will be evaluating. Section 3 reviews dataset complexity measures, and selects the three that we will use in this paper. Section 4 explains our experimental methodology. Then Sections 5, 6 and 7 present the results for noise reduction algorithms, redundancy reduction algorithms and composites that combine the two, respectively. Section 8 describes some related work, and Section 9 draws conclusions and presents ideas for future work. This, to the best of our knowledge, is the first paper to evaluate case base editing algorithms using dataset complexity measures. Our conclusions are therefore tentative ones. But we find reason to doubt the efficacy of the RENN noise reduction algorithm.
Case Base Editing Algorithms
The most common case-base maintenance algorithms are listed in Table 1 .
As the Table shows , there are two types of case-base maintenance algorithm: those that delete noisy (or harmful) cases, and those that delete redundant cases. In practice, case-base maintenance algorithms are often composites, comprising a noise reduction phase followed by a redundancy reduction phase. For example, Brighton & Mellish's Iterative Case Filtering (ICF) algorithm comprises a noisefiltering phase using RENN followed by their own bespoke redundancy reduction phase [1] . So that we can separately evaluate the individual components of these composites, we have extracted the redundancy reduction phase of the composite algorithms, naming them in the table, and treating them as separate algorithms. For example, ICFR is our designation for the redundancy reduction phase of ICF, and we refer to ICF by the designation RENN→ICFR to emphasize its composite nature.
It is well-known that the algorithms in Table 1 perform differently on different datasets (see, e.g., [1] ): one size does not fit all in case base maintenance. This follows naturally from the fact that each of the atomic maintenance algorithms heuristically targets different types of cases to remove: -RENN regards a case as noisy if it has a different class to the majority of its k nearest neighbours [17] . -BNNR, by contrast, regards a case as noisy if it causes other cases to be mis-classified [5] . -ICFR and CRR both regard 'interior' cases, i.e. ones within clusters of sameclass cases, as redundant ones, and both aim to retain cases on the boundaries between classes because these cases are important for classification accuracy.
• ICFR removes cases that are solved by more cases than they themselves solve [1] .
• CRR removes cases that solve other cases [5] .
-RCR, however, aims to retain a case if it is surrounded by many cases of the same class, while treating as redundant, and deleting, those that surround it [13] .
In this paper, we want to further explore the effect of these algorithms by looking at changes they bring in the values of dataset complexity measures.
Measures for Maintenance
Ho & Basu survey dataset complexity measures in [9, 10] . Subsequently, OrriolsPuig et al. have made available DCoL, the Data Complexity Library, which is an open-source C++ implementation of 13 measures based on those in the Ho & Basu survey [14] .
2 However, we have found problems with the definitions of several of these measures. We present revised definitions in [2] . These are the measures whose labels contain a prime, e.g. F 2 . In [2] , we also describe 4 additional measures: one is from the Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) literature [7] ; we define the other 3 from ideas presented in the CBR literature [12, 16] . Table 2 [9, 10] , and we have also shown these in the Table. For the purposes of this paper, we select just three of the complexity measures, one from each of the categories. We try to select ones that will reveal the changes that the maintenance algorithms bring about, and ones that are computed in a manner that is, as much as possible, independent of the way the maintenance algorithms work and the way we measure changes in accuracy.
Measures of overlap of attribute values
The measures in this category characterize the extent to which the attributes in a dataset discriminate between the class labels. An attribute that takes one value v in a case that is labeled by class c + but takes another value v , v = v, in another case that is labeled by class c − is less discriminatory than an attribute whose values align perfectly with the class labels.
In [2] , we did not find these measures to be predictive of classifier accuracy. But we might expect them to be much more revealing of the effects of maintenance, especially of noise reduction. An incorrectly-labeled case may decrease the discriminatory power of one or more attributes.
We choose to use F 3 , which is our modified version of Ho & Basu's maximum attribute efficiency. The efficiency of an attribute is defined as the proportion of cases in the case base which have values for that attribute that do not fall into the overlap for that attribute. We define the overlap for an attribute as the set of its values that appear in differently labeled cases; in other words, if a's value is v in case x whose class is c + , and a's value is v in another case x whose class is c − , then v is in a's overlap. We do not use F 1 because we cannot apply it to datasets that include symbolic values or multi-class classification (where there are more than two class labels); and we avoid F 2 because, in the experiments that we describe in section 4, we found that most of its values on most datasets, both pre-and postmaintenance, tend to be zero. F 4 would be just as good as F 3 : there is not much to choose between them here.
Measures of separability of classes The measures in this category estimate the length and linearity of class boundaries. We found all of these measures to be predictive of classifier accuracy [2] .
We exclude L 1 and L 2 because they cannot handle multi-class classification problems and symbolic-valued attributes. We exclude N 5 because it is simply the product of N 1 and N 2 and so produces values intermediate between the two.
C 1 and C 2 are new measures that we introduced in [2] , where we found them to be the two most predictive of classifier accuracy. We based both of them on Massie et al.'s case complexity measure [12] . But, when we computed these measures pre-and post-maintenance, we found, overwhelmingly, that they disagreed with the other measures about how complexity had changed, and so we exclude them here.
This leaves N 1 , N 2 , N 3 . We exclude N 3 : it is computed using a 1NN classifier, and therefore may not be independent enough of the maintenance algorithms. The other two measures are reasonably independent of the maintenance algorithms. N 1 creates a minimum spanning tree (MST) and counts the proportion of cases in the MST that are connected to cases of a different class. In our version, we repeatedly shuffle and recompute the MST, and average the results, which allows for the fact that MSTs are not unique. N 2 is the ratio between the sum of the distances from each case to its nearest like neighbour and the sum of the distances from each case to its nearest unlike neighbour. We will choose N 1 since we found it to be more predictive of classifier accuracy than N 2 [2] .
Measures of geometry, topology and density of manifolds
In this category, it is easy to choose T 1 . We exclude L 3 and N 4 because they cannot be computed on datasets with symbolic-valued attributes. T 2 is simply the number of instances in the dataset divided by the number of attributes: since the former will decrease (or, at least, not increase) and the latter will not change after maintenance, this measure is giving little insight beyond what we learn already from recording the percentage of cases deleted, so we exclude it. As for T 3 , this is one of the new measures that we introduced in [2] ; it is based on competence groups and their coverage [16] . We did not find this new measure to be predictive of classifier accuracy, and we have not found it to be useful here either: for all case bases and all maintenance algorithms, it shows complexity increasing, rather than decreasing, after maintenance. The notions of competence groups and their coverage were never designed for use as a complexity measure, and it is therefore no criticism of the competence idea that we have not found it to be useful either here or in [2] . It is possible that taking more account of the number of competence groups, rather than their coverage, would yield a more useful measure. Investigating this is left to future work.
For each case x in the case base, T 1 computes its adherence subset. This subset contains x itself and all its nearest neighbours up to, but excluding, the nearest unlike neighbour. T 1 is then the number of adherence subsets, ignoring those that are contained within, or equal to, another. While this measure was not very predictive of classifier accuracy [2] , it behaves as we would expect for maintenance, mostly showing a decrease in complexity after maintenance.
In summary, then, we will proceed to use F 3 , N 1 and T 1 in the rest of this paper.
Experimental Methodology
We took 25 datasets: 19 from the UCI repository [8] ; plus the Breathalyser dataset [6] ; and five email datasets [5] . For evaluation, we performed repeated holdout on each of the datasets. Each dataset was divided randomly into three splits: a 60% training set, a 20% test set, and a final 20% which was required for evaluation of other systems in our research (not reported in this paper) and hence was discarded here. We created 10 different splits of the data and we report all results as averages over the 10 splits.
We ran each of the maintenance algorithms in Table 1 on the training set and recorded the percentage of cases deleted. We also recorded the accuracy (percentage of cases correctly classified) on the held-out test set both before and after maintenance. Additionally, we computed the values of each of the 17 complexity measures on the case bases before and after maintenance. We normalized the values of the measure to the [0, 100] range in order to make comparisons easier. We also had the problem that in some measures low values mean low complexity but in others high values mean low complexity. In this paper, when computing changes in complexity, we normalize further to arrange matters so that a positive change always means a lowering of complexity.
Although making a positive change mean a decrease in complexity is perhaps counter-intuitive, we do this for the benefit of graphs later in the paper. It means that moving upwards and rightwards in the graphs is a good thing, corresponding to decreases in complexity and increases in classification accuracy respectively. We show this in Figure 1 . The upper-right quadrant shows that the maintenance algorithm has unambiguously improved accuracy and complexity. The top-left quadrant signifies lower complexity but also lower accuracy. This might occur if the maintenance algorithm over-simplifies class boundaries. The bottom-left quadrant signifies higher complexity and lower accuracy. There are any number of reasons that this might happen but one is the deletion of correctly-labeled cases near incorrectly-labeled ones, so that the incorrectly-labeled case will be retrieved for a larger number of target problems. The bottom-right quadrant is the situation of lower accuracy and higher complexity. Fortunately, our graphs show this to be very rare. Of course, as we said earlier, maintenance is a multiobjective optimization problem -losses in accuracy may be a price worth paying if the case base becomes more compact, and so it is not necessarily a 'bad thing' for a dataset and algorithm to be in a quadrant other than the top-right one. We summarize the results in Table 3 , which shows averages over the 25 datasets, and reports the changes in the 3 measures that we selected in section 3. Figure 2 shows results for the atomic noise reduction algorithms, BBNR and RENN. The x-axis is the same in all three graphs in Figure 2 . It is the change in accuracy on the held-out test set: positive values mean that accuracy is higher after maintenance than it was before maintenance. On the y-axis, we plot the change in the normalized values of the complexity measure: F 3 in Figure 2a , N 1 in Figure 2b , and T 1 in Figure 2c . We repeat the point made earlier that, perhaps counter-intuitively, positive values here mean that the complexity has gone down after maintenance. Hence, the upper-right quadrant of every graph is where we might hope to be: increased accuracy and lower complexity. There are 50 points on each graph, representing what happens to each of the 25 datasets in the case of BBNR (diamonds) and in the case of RENN (squares).
Atomic Noise Reduction Algorithms
We might expect that a good noise reduction algorithm would either improve accuracy or, if there was no noise, would leave it unchanged. But we see that the algorithms sometimes improve accuracy and sometimes worsen it. BBNR seems to do better than RENN: in 18 of the 25 datasets, BBNR improves accuracy or leaves it unchanged; in only 9 of the 25 does RENN do the same. In the case of RENN, some quite severe falls in accuracy occur (20-25%). We might think that the explanation would lie in the number of cases deleted. But, in fact, for most datasets, the two algorithms delete quite similar numbers of cases. The difference in the percentages deleted is less than or equal to 5% for 20 datasets. The mean percentage deleted over the 25 datasets by BBNR is 23.08%, where for RENN it is 23.17%. In only 7 of the datasets does RENN delete more, although in three of these the difference in the percentage deleted is more than 10%.
Both algorithms lower complexity, across all 3 complexity measures on nearly all datasets. Let's consider F 3 first (Figure 2a) . In an extreme example, if two cases have exactly the same attribute values but are labeled by different classes, then one of the cases is noisy (unless there are other attributes in the domain that would distinguish the two cases but which are not part of the dataset). We would hope that a noise reduction algorithm would delete at least one of these cases and ones like them and this should be reflected in an improvement to F 3 . Figure 2a shows that both algorithms do seem to be successful in doing this, and to the same degree. The average change in F 3 in the case of BBNR is 31 with standard deviation (s.d.) also 31, and in the case of RENN it is 41 with s.d. 34.
A noise reduction algorithm might be expected also to 'clean up' the boundary between classes: removal of a noisy case should simplify the boundaries. This is what N 1 is supposed to measure, and Figure 2b confirms that both algorithms succeed in improving this measure of complexity. RENN does this more aggressively than BBNR. Its improvements to N 1 are often greater: it improves N 1 by 22 on average (s.d. 18) whereas BBNR improves it by 6 (s.d. 5). But this may explain why RENN loses accuracy and therefore places many datasets in the upper-left quadrant: it may be over-simplifying class boundaries.
Finally, by removing noisy cases, a noise reduction algorithm should produce a case base in which clusters of like cases are fewer in number but larger in size. This is what T 1 is supposed to measure, and Figure 2c shows again that this is what is happening: the changes are positive (meaning lower complexity), or close to zero, across all 25 datasets. Again RENN may be too aggressive: its mean is 23 (s.d. 19) compared to BBNR's mean of 4 (s.d. 5).
We conclude that, generally speaking, RENN's heuristic for identifying harmful cases is not as successful as BBNR's. It aggressively deletes cases, thereby over-simplifying the case base, achieving larger improvements in complexity but at the expense of classifier accuracy. Figure 3 shows the performance of the three atomic redundancy reduction algorithms (CRR, ICFR and RCR). These algorithms are normally preceded by a noise reduction phase. It is important to be clear that here we are running these algorithms without previously doing any noise reduction. The algorithms may therefore not run as intended, because they usually expect to run on case bases with little or no noise, and the results will reflect this.
Atomic Redundancy Reduction Algorithms
The standout observation across the three graphs in Figure 3 is that most points are to the left of the origin on the x-axis, showing that they mostly worsen classification accuracy. Of course, as explained above, this may be because the algorithms are not being applied to the kinds of case bases that they expect, i.e. ones that have undergone noise reduction. Another observation is that CRR (the diamond) tends to give smaller decreases in accuracy (mean -2%, s.d. 2.75) than RCR (the triangle, mean -2.93%, s.d. 2.43), which in turn gives smaller decreases than ICFR (the square, mean -4.97%, s.d. 2.75). This is only partly explained by looking at the percentage of cases deleted. CRR is conservative: it deletes the least and therefore does least damage to accuracy. Indeed it deletes 35.94% cases on average (s.d. 7.86). Counter-intuitively, though, RCR deletes the most (mean 77.59%, s.d. 9.57) with less damage to accuracy than ICFR, which deletes fewer cases on average (61.85%, s.d. 22.15).
According to F 3 , complexity becomes lower (Figure 3a) , but in the case of both N 1 and T 1 , complexity increases (Figures 3b and 3c ). In the case of N 1 and T 1 , most points are in the lower-left quadrants. One hypothesis is that noisy cases, which have not previously been removed by a noise reduction phase, remain untouched by the redundancy reduction algorithms, and that correctlylabeled cases are removed. Without these correctly-labeled cases, the noisy cases grow in competence. They will be among the neighbours of a wider range of target problems, leading to reduced classifier accuracy. And, with fewer correctlylabeled cases relative to incorrectly-labeled ones, boundaries are more complex and there are more clusters, and denser clusters, of noisy cases. Figure 4 shows the effects of the composite algorithms, designated here by BBNR→CRR (diamond), RENN→ICFR (square) and RENN→RCR (triangle). We see a much greater spread in the effects on classifier accuracy: sometimes it improves; more often, it does not. BBNR→CRR does the least harm and has the narrowest spread (mean -1.54%, s.d. 3.37) compared to RENN→RCR (mean Of course, these composites run redundancy reduction after noise reduction, and we find that the redundancy reduction is having a substantial effect. On its own, BBNR deletes 23.08% on average, but BBNR→CRR deletes 59.38% (36.3 more). RENN deletes 23.17% on average, but RENN→RCR deletes 88.71% (65.54 more) and RENN→ICFR deletes 78.41% (55.24 more).
Composite Algorithms
The BBNR→CRR composite seems to have a clear advantage over its constituents, BBNR and CRR. BBNR→CRR deletes on average about the same amount as the sum of the amount deleted by BBNR alone and CRR alone. But the decrease in mean accuracy is less than the sum of the decreases caused by BBNR alone and CRR alone. In the cases of RENN→ICFR and RENN→RCR, the percentages of cases deleted by the composites exceed the amounts deleted by their constituents but, unless these very high levels of deletion are desirable, it might be better to use their redundancy constituents alone, since these still delete quite a lot of cases but with a smaller decrease in mean accuracy.
BBNR→CRR almost always lowers complexity: . Although BBNR→CRR and RENN→ICFR are more similar in their redundancy reduction phases (both aim to delete 'interior' cases), RENN→ICFR and RENN→RCR have the same initial noise reduction phase, and this seems to make their behaviour more similar in these results. Again, unless RENN's high levels of deletion are especially desirable, it may be better to avoid it in favour of BBNR→CRR, or just ICFR or RCR on their own.
In previous work, we briefly looked at the idea of composites in which ICFR and RCR were preceded by BBNR, rather than by RENN [3] , and our new results here suggest that these should be investigated in more depth.
Related Work
There has been a number of studies that investigate the relationship between the dataset complexity measures and classifier accuracy, including [9] [10] [11] . But, we are presenting here the first ever study of complexity measures and case base editing algorithms.
The closest paper to our own is by Pranckeviciene et al. [15] , which investigates a different form of maintenance, namely dimensionality reduction. They apply two dimensionality reduction techniques, Forward Feature Selection (FFS) and Linear Programming Support Vector Machine (LPSVM), to 5 highdimension, sparse, bio-medical datasets. They choose 3 complexity measures to analyze the datasets before and after maintenance (using Ho & Basu's original definitions, not our modified ones): N 1 , N 2 , and T 1 . The complexity results are somewhat mixed: complexity is sometimes reduced and sometimes not. The 3 measures that are used in [15] are selected to give insight into separability of classes, while being independent of classifiers. It might be interesting to choose a wider range of measures that provide different insights into the data.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have reviewed a number of the most significant case base editing algorithms, along with a set of dataset complexity measures. We chose a small set of complexity measures, trying to ensure that they were different from each other (by choosing them from different categories of measures) and would reveal different insights into the operation of the maintenance algorithms, while at the same time preferring ones that were independent of classifiers (since some of the maintenance algorithms use classifiers in their operation). We then set up an experiment in which 8 maintenance algorithms were run on case bases created from 25 datasets. We reported the percentage of cases deleted, the change in accuracy, and the changes in the 3 complexity measures that we had selected.
This, to the best of our knowledge, is the first paper to evaluate case base editing algorithms using dataset complexity measures. Conclusions, at this stage, are only tentative, pending further research. In particular, we would like to use a wider range of datasets, e.g. image processing or bioinformatics datasets. Additionally, experiments with artificial datasets could be useful. They would allow us to control the degree of noise or possibly even the complexity.
In this paper, we have found reason to believe that the RENN noise reduction algorithm may be too aggressive. It often deletes a lot of cases but sometimes at the price of quite large decreases in classifier accuracy. At the same time, complexity often increases. This suggests that RENN may be over-simplifying class boundaries. Composite algorithms that use RENN as their initial phase are affected in a similar fashion. Indeed, the problems are compounded, whether the subsequent redundancy reduction phase targets interior cases (as with ICFR) or boundary cases (RCR).
The implications are that RENN needs much closer investigation. If it is important to delete a lot of cases, it may be better to use the ICFR or RCR redundancy reduction algorithms alone: fewer cases will be deleted, but the damage to accuracy may be lower.
We have found that BBNR may be doing a better job at identifying noise than RENN. It deletes as much on its own as RENN does, with less damage to accuracy. As suggested in [3] , there is reason to investigate novel composites, in which BBNR precedes ICFR or RCR.
Finally, we think the ideas in [4] may be relevant to future work. In [4] , Delany identifies 8 types of case profile, depending on the non-emptiness or otherwise of four sets associated with each case (the reachability set, the coverage set, the liability set and the dissimilarity set). Her paper looks empirically at what happens when cases with certain profiles are deleted. It would be interesting to see what effect deletion of cases with different profiles has on dataset complexity.
